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The Giving Game
What do you get when you mix
personalities from Mean Girls and The
Real Housewives with the charity world?
Philanthropic events that are more about
payback than giving back, and the talk of
jewels and fashion is as prevalent as how
much money needs to be raised for a good
cause. Philanthropist and author Merri Lee
Marks chronicles this glittery world of
heels and scheming in her captivating book
The Giving Game: Surviving Philanthropys
Schemers, Dreamers and Volunteer Vixens
- Come Hell or High Heels. Marks is the
first to expose the existence of bullying and
incivility in the philanthropic realm - a
setting which, for all its seeming
benevolence, is ironically not exempt from
such inappropriate, demoralizing behavior.
This realm, Marks contends, has become a
competitive
sport,
overrun
by
agenda-seeking,
glory-hogging,
desperate-for-attention housewives who
will do most anything to capture the prize:
recognition and upward mobility. Based
loosely on her first-hand experiences in the
trenches of the rich and glamorous, Marks
describes how the gloves come off - and
the cat claws come out - all too often in a
world that is supposed to be altruistic in
nature. Many women use the charity arena
as a vehicle to exercise their ego trips,
social climbing, agenda polishing and score
settling; there are women who will not
hesitate to peel off those white gloves and
employ power-grabbing and back-stabbing
tactics that would make even Machiavelli
blush, all for the sake of furthering their
social mission, not the charitys mission,
Marks writes. Marks categorizes the
movers and the shakers of the charity
world into four groups: The Altruista - The
true worker bee rolling up her sleeves and
working for a good cause; The
Philanthropista - Your typical society
maven, a leader secure in her place and the
archetype a Faux-Philanthropista dreams to
become; Faux-Philanthropista - A woman
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who wants to be high-profile but is not; a
narcissistic control freak who eats
Altruistas for breakfast; The Socialista The socialite, or Trophy Wife, who donates
to organizations to enhance the family
names philanthropic reach and influence in
the community. If youre playing the Giving
Game, its important to get familiar with
these archetypes, Marks writes. Put them in
your playbook. Otherwise, not knowing the
players might cause you to lose the game.
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Giving Games Resources - The Life You Can Save For years people have asked me why I create valuable programs
and audios free of charge (and then Im usually told that if something is free people wont value The Giving Game:
Home Page A Note from Heather Noell, creator of The Giving Game. Welcome to Day 58! Before you read the rest of
the page, take just a moment to write down: 1. What has How Giving Games can spread the word about smarter
charity choices The traditional philanthropy model is overdue for some serious disruption. At Bioneers 2015, we
convened four of the most innovative Help cancer patients during The Giving Game at Indiana Farmers Home
About Us Challenges Lifelines Players Rules Contact Us Join The Game Log in. The Giving Game Day 58 The
Giving Game Quick summary of this post: I introduce the concept of the Giving Game, an activity that effective
altruist groups can use to prompt lots of people The Giving Game - Tickets Truth be told, Ive never been a big fan of
all the hoopla over corporate philanthropy, mainly because its usually paired with the idea of companies giving back
The Giving Games Inflatable Fun Run - RunSignUp Jacob Trefethen, of GWWC: Cambridge, details his experience
with two types of Giving Games and their use in spreading the word about A Shift in Priorities at the Giving Game
Project - The Life You Can Save The Giving Games: Youth and Schools Play it Forward, hosted by Compassion
Games are an 11 day global challenge to inspire, develop, and celebrate our The Feel Better Program AUDIO The
Giving Game For years people have asked me why I create valuable programs and audios free of charge (and then Im
usually told that if something is free people wont value Giving Games Foundation Beyond Belief The Giving Games:
Youth and Schools Play it Forward are a 12-day global challenge to inspire, develop, and celebrate our shared humanity
through acts of A Request for Funding from The Giving Game Project - Effective The Feel Better Program consists
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of a 70 min. audio: How to Feel Better When Things Get Worse Listen to some portion DAILY until the concepts
become a GivingGame - Play it Forward Our resource library provides everything youll need to run a Giving Game.
and a powerpoint presentations (with an accompanying script) giving ~4 minute The Giving Game - D Magazine
YEA Giving Game #1 - Yale Effective Altruists The mission of the Giving Games Project is to create a scalable,
effective, and sustainable form of philanthropy education. We aim to produce a culture of giving What is a Giving
Game - The Life You Can Save Cross posted from The Life You Can Save blog. Executive Summary You can
multiply the impact of your giving by supporting the Giving Game Ive always believed that bringing the Giving Game
Project to scale would be the hardest part of our mission to create a scalable, effective, and The Giving Games - The
Life You Can Save In a Giving Game, participants learn about a few pre-selected charities, think about and discuss
their relative merits, and choose which charity will get a real The Giving Game - The Gathering The Giving Game
Day 1 Introduction + There Are No Rules (mentoring audio with The Giving Game Day 5 The Golden Key (audio)
plus Simple Steps to Introduction The Giving Game Some easy ways for the government to encourage more giving.
Frequently Asked Questions About the Giving Games Give it a Go is an activities programme full of fabulous
activities and sports for you to try. It gives you the chance to try new things, meet new The giving game The
Economist Start a new game! Build Your Giving Tree. See the impact your acts of kindness can have as others Play it
Forward, creating a ripple of goodness that grows on eCourse Links Days 1-60 The Giving Game Medsin Global
Health and GWWC Sheffield present the Giving Game! Thanks to our sponsor, The Life You Can Save The Giving
Game Foundation - Home Facebook As Humanists we emphasize human action over thought or prayer. Giving Game
participants grapple with the decision to donate to one charity over another. The Giving Game Projects Annual
Report - The Life You Can Save A typical Giving Game lasts about an hour. Participants hear a brief introduction to
effective giving, learn about 2-4 pre-selected charities, and then discuss as a The Giving Game @ Sheffield Students
Union You can multiply the impact of your giving by supporting the Giving Game Fund. By sponsoring Giving
Games, you can help participants learn The Giving Game Free 60 Day eCourse SimCity has 16.3 million monthly
active users. I asked him what the basic principles are for games and what he told me sounded much like our The
Giving Games - Compassion Games International This page is for anyone who wants to start PLAYING The Giving
Game. You may play on your own, create your own group, or join a group. Below is a Compassion in Action: Giving
Games 2015 Play for Peace The Giving Game Foundation. 57 likes. Giving to the Givers is the focus of The Giving
Game. One aspect is giving from the heart to individuals who focus A Request from The Giving Game Project - The
Life You Can Save The Giving Game: The Fuel and CHN join forces again, this time in conjunction with Community
Health Network Foundations annual The
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